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Modular and flexible – Häfele Officys table bases  

Ideal for co-working spaces in the hotel 
 

The setting up of co-working spaces in the hospitality industry is a new 

mega-trend which has to be taken into consideration in the planning of new 

buildings and renovations in the accommodation industry. Increasing 

numbers of hotels are providing this clever and contemporary combination 

of living, working and networking, inviting not just their overnight guests 

but also longer-term visitors from outside. Here, work and communication 

take place in completely equipped public areas, such as in the hotel lounge 

or in separate workspaces. Comfortable work places in a cosy ambience, 

fast WiFi and smooth connectivity are the basics for this. 

 

The Officys table base system from Häfele invites you to work in an 

ergonomically perfect way, sitting and standing. Thanks to its modular 

design, it is extremely configurable and set up in an instant. This versatile 

system provides an attractive modular system for the individual set-up of 

workplaces in a modern co-working environment. The entire range of 

accessories including pedestals and screening is moved up or down at the 

push of a button by a low-noise drive. All of your work utensils remain 

within reach – good for your back, whether sitting or standing. 

 

The desk frame has a continuously adjustable electric height adjusting 

facility. The height is adjusted between 620 and 1,280 mm with a table top 

thickness of 25 mm at the push of a button. An extremely sensitive, 

automatic shut-off system provides safe operation using a Piezo sensor. All 

parts are symmetrically designed for right or left hand configuration.  

The table bases from Häfele, with their contemporary rectangular column 

and extremely filigree impression, are made from plastic-coated steel and 

are available in signal white, white aluminium or graphite black. The Häfele 

production factory in Jettingen provides recognised, certified quality. 

 

Keep moving with Desk Control 
Häfele Officys desks with electric height adjustment communicate with the 

Deskline operating programme for back-protecting movement at the 

workplace. The software, which can be installed on a PC, encourages people 

to adjust the table at regular intervals, and also records your standing time 

and calorie consumption. There are also the typical Desk Panel functions 
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such as up/down adjustment, freely usable storage locations, and a height 

display.  
 

Sitting or standing, everything remains within comfortable reach 
Häfele has a comprehensive range of accessories in the product range for the 

desk series. This includes attractive felt screens for soundproofing and 

privacy, drawer organisation systems, power outlet boxes and innovative 

felt-lined drawers, among other things. 

Drawers, pedestals, privacy screens, cable channels, computers and screens 

are fixed to the table base and move together with the table when it is 

adjusted – ergonomics doesn’t get any better than this. 

Assembly plus: There is only one drilling pattern for the table top. It can 

therefore be manufactured extremely rationally and economically, 

independently of the equipment.  

The under-unit pedestal, like all other accessory components, is fixed to the 

table base without tools using a quick hook-in system. The pedestal has 

storage space for cable management on the back. 

 

Innovative: Conference table bases with four legs 
Häfele also has a table base with four square table legs for meeting, 

occasional or conference tables to go with the PC workplace base. 

 

Further information is available from 

Ralf Biehl, Häfele GmbH & Co KG,  

Postfach 12 37, D-72192 Nagold,  

Tel.: +49 7452 95-394, Fax: +49 7452 95-1498,  

E-Mail: ralf.biehl@haefele.de 

www.hafele.com 

 

 

Captions: 

 

030119-A_fig1_Officys.jpg 

Co-working space in the hotel mock-up on the Häfele trade fair booth at 

BAU 2019. The Officys desk frame is particularly impressive as an 

automatically adjustable sitting/standing table. 
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030119-A_fig2_Officys.jpg 

The modular design of the Officys table base system from Häfele provides 

maximum flexibility and adaptability to a wide range of customer 

requirements. 

 

030119-A_fig3_Officys.jpg 

In addition to the screen workplace base, Häfele also has other table bases 

for meeting, occasional or conference tables in the product range, in this 

case a complete set with a floating appearance for the community table of 

the Allyn concept, for example. 

 

030119-A_fig4_Officys.jpg 

The control unit for adjusting the height of the Häfele table base is 

integrated in the worktop. 
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Häfele is an internationally organised family owned and operated business with headquarters in Nagold, Germany. It was 
founded in 1923 and today serves the furniture industry, architects, planners, cabinet makers/joiners as well as dealers in over 
150 countries around the world with furniture fittings and architectural hardware as well as electronic access control systems. 
Häfele develops and manufactures hardware fittings and electronic access control systems in five factories in Germany and 
Hungary. In the 2017 financial year the Häfele Group achieved exports of 80% with over 7,600 employees in 37 subsidiaries 
and numerous additional dealerships around the world and revenue of 1.38 billion Euros. 
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